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The interaction of static Resonant Magnetic Perturbations (RMPs) with the plasma flows is

modeled in toroidal geometry, using the non-linear resistive MHD code JOREK, which includes

the X-point and the scrape-off-layer. Two-fluid diamagnetic effects, the neoclassical poloidal

friction and a source of toroidal rotation are introduced in the model to describe realistic plasma

flows. RMP penetration is studied taking self-consistently into account the effects of these flows

and the radial electric field evolution. JET-like, MAST, and ITER parameters are used in modeling.

For JET-like parameters, three regimes of plasma response are found depending on the plasma

resistivity and the diamagnetic rotation: at high resistivity and slow rotation, the islands generated

by the RMPs at the edge resonant surfaces rotate in the ion diamagnetic direction and their size

oscillates. At faster rotation, the generated islands are static and are more screened by the plasma.

An intermediate regime with static islands which slightly oscillate is found at lower resistivity. In

ITER simulations, the RMPs generate static islands, which forms an ergodic layer at the very edge

(w � 0:96) characterized by lobe structures near the X-point and results in a small strike point

splitting on the divertor targets. In MAST Double Null Divertor geometry, lobes are also

found near the X-point and the 3D-deformation of the density and temperature profiles is observed.
VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4824820]

I. INTRODUCTION

The Edge Localized Modes (ELMs) are peeling-

ballooning instabilities which develop in H-mode tokamak

plasmas. They are characterized by the release of quasi-

periodical bursts of energy and particles through the external

transport barrier. The large type-I ELMs would represent a

particular concern for the ITER divertor if they were

not controlled,1 and the application of external Resonant

Magnetic Perturbations (RMPs) is one of the most promising

method to control them. Indeed, the total suppression of the

type-I ELMs by RMPs was demonstrated in DIII-D2,3 and

later in ASDEX upgrade4 and KSTAR;5 the strong mitiga-

tion of the ELM size was also obtained in the JET,6 MAST,7

and NSTX8 tokamaks, motivating the use of this method in

ITER.2,9 The non-linear MHD theory and modeling made

significant progress to refine the understanding of the RMP

interaction with the plasma.10–15 In particular, it was demon-

strated that the penetration of the RMPs in the plasma is

conditioned by the rotating plasma response.11–15 The gener-

ation of current perturbations on the rational surfaces in the

plasma can prevent magnetic reconnection, leading to the

screening of RMPs. However, at certain plasma parameters,

RMPs can on the contrary be amplified.16 Non-linear MHD

modeling of the rotating plasma response to RMPs in cylin-

drical geometry11,12 demonstrated that the poloidal plasma

rotation, including the ~E � ~B and diamagnetic rotations,

both perpendicular to the magnetic field, are particularly im-

portant in the pedestal region and are likely to screen the

RMPs. The aim of the present work is to extend the previous

RMP modeling12 to the more realistic toroidal geometry of

the tokamak, including the X-point and the Scrape-Off Layer

(SOL). The reduced MHD code JOREK17 was enhanced to

take into account the physics of the flows and the RMPs and

then used for simulations. The physical model used is

described in Sec. II. In Secs. III–V, the penetration of the

RMPs in the rotating plasma is studied in JET-like, ITER,

and MAST geometries, respectively. In Sec. III, the JET

plasma flows in the SOL and the pedestal are first described

without RMPs. Three regimes of plasma response to RMPs

are highlighted which depend on the plasma resistivity and

on diamagnetic rotation. The screening of the RMPs on the

resonant surfaces is also discussed. In Sec. IV, the ergodiza-

tion of the very edge is observed in ITER with RMPs; lobe

structures near the X-point and 3D-corrugation are

described. The screening effect of the plasma rotation on the

lobe size is demonstrated. In the Double-Null MAST geome-

try, the edge is also shown to be ergodized by the RMPs in

Sec. V, going along with the 3D-deformation of the density

and temperature profiles. Last, conclusions are given in

Sec. VI.
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II. PHYSICAL MODEL

The plasma response to RMPs is studied with the nonlin-

ear reduced MHD code JOREK17 in toroidal geometry

including the X-point and the SOL. The four-field model,17,18

which encompasses the continuity equation, the parallel and

perpendicular projections of the momentum equation, the

energy equation and Ohm’s law, is used as basic set of equa-

tions. Compared to Ref. 17, two-fluid diamagnetic effects,

neoclassical friction and a source of toroidal rotation corre-

sponding to the experimental profile are introduced in the

model so as to self-consistently study the interaction between

plasma flows and RMPs.

The magnetic field is decomposed in toroidal and poloi-

dal components: ~B ¼ F0ruþrw�ru, where u is the to-

roidal angle, w is the poloidal flux, and F0 ¼ R0Bu0; R0 is

the major radius and Bu0 is the toroidal magnetic field ampli-

tude at the magnetic axis. In the framework of the reduced

MHD, F0 is supposed to be constant in time, and the poloidal

magnetic field is assumed to be much lower than the toroidal

one.

The two-fluid diamagnetic effects are added to the

initial model:17 the diamagnetic velocity ~V
�
s ¼ �rPs

� ~B=ðqesB
2=miÞ is taken into account for each species s

(electrons and ions) and is of special importance in the ped-

estal where the pressure profile is steep. Ps is the scalar pres-

sure of the species s; es is the charge of the species, mi is the

ion mass, and q ¼ mi � n is the ion mass density, where

n ¼ ne ¼ ni is the particle density. The decomposition of

the fluid velocity then writes

~V � ~Vi ¼ ~V jj;i þ ~VE þ ~V
�
i ; (1)

where ~VE ¼ ~E � ~B=B2 is the electric drift velocity.

As for the neoclassical effects, they are considered in

the momentum equation, where the pressure tensor is written

as �P ¼ �IPþ �Pi;neo þ �Pi;gv. The cancellation of the gyrovis-

cous tensor r � �Pi;gv with the time derivative of the diamag-

netic velocity d~V
�
i =dt is used,19 and the divergence of the

neoclassical tensor is given by the heuristic closure taken

from Ref. 20

r � �Pi;neo ¼ qli;neo

B2

B2
h

ðVh � Vh;neoÞ~eh; (2)

where li;neo is the neoclassical friction. This formulation

expresses the friction between trapped and passing particles

and constrains the poloidal velocity Vh to approach the neo-

classical value Vh;neo ¼ �kirTi � ~B=eB2 �~eh, where ki is the

neoclassical heat diffusivity. We have used the following

definition of the unit vector in the poloidal direction:

~eh ¼ ðrw�ruÞ R

jrwj : (3)

Note that this definition implies that the orthonormal basis

ð~ew;~eh;~euÞ ¼ ð rw
jrwj ; ðrw�ruÞ R

jrwj ;RruÞ is left handed,

and the poloidal magnetic field therefore writes

Bh ¼ B �~eh ¼ jrwj=R: (4)

In JOREK, the grid is discretized in 2D bi-cubic B�ezier

finite elements in the poloidal plane, and the toroidal direc-

tion is decomposed in Fourier series.17 Each B�ezier element

has its local coordinates (s; t), and the local system (s; t;u) is

related to the global cylindrical (R; Z;u) coordinate system

in which the equations are defined, using the co- and contra-

variant vectors. In this paper, the intrinsic flux aligned coor-

dinate system (rw0;rh;ru), more convenient for physical

understanding, is also used. The equilibrium flux surfaces

(defined by the equilibrium poloidal flux w0) are calculated

by solving the Grad-Shafranov equation and the intrinsic

poloidal angle h is obtained from the equation: dh=du
¼ �1=q where q is the safety factor.

The following system of Eqs. (5)–(9) is solved for

the mass density q, the parallel (ion) velocity Vjj;i, the per-

pendicular velocity V?, the temperature T, and the magnetic

flux w, normalized in JOREK units (the normalizations are

described below):

@q
@t
¼ �rðq~VÞ þ r � ðD?r?qÞ þ Sq; (5)

q
F0

R

@Vjj;i
@t
¼ ~b � ð�qð~V � rÞð~V jj;i þ ~VEÞÞ � rP

� �r � �Pi;neoÞ þ ljjDVjj;i þ Svjj ; (6)

~eu � r �
�

q
@~VE

@t
¼ �qð~V � rÞð~V jj;i þ ~VEÞ

þ~J � ~B �rP� �r � �Pi;neo þ l?DV

�
; (7)

q
@T

@t
¼ �q~V � rT � ðc� 1ÞPr � ~V þ 1

2
V2Sq

þr � ðjjjrjjT þ j?r?TÞ þ ð1� cÞST ; (8)

1

R2

@w
@t
¼ �~B � rjjuþ

sIC

q
~B � rjjPþ

gJ

R2
; (9)

where the parallel gradient is defined as

rjja ¼ ð~B=B2Þ~B � ra

¼
~b

B

F0

R2
@uaþru � ra�rw

� �
: (10)

The normalization of the variables in JOREK units

(noted with superscript �) is the following: time is defined

as t ¼ ~t
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
q0l0

p
, mass density is q ¼ ~qq0, temperature is

TðeVÞ ¼ mi=ðq0l0eÞ ~T , the total pressure is ~P ¼ l0P ¼ ~q ~T ,

and the toroidal current is ~J ¼ l0J. Note that the toroidal

current density is defined as j ¼ D?w ¼ �R2~J � ru
and hence in JOREK system a co-current injection corre-

sponds to a negative source of parallel velocity. The electro-

static potential ~u is related to the electric field as
~E ¼ �F0r~u=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
q0l0

p
. For each species s, the parallel and

perpendicular components of the velocity are ~V jj;s ¼ ~V jj;s~B=ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
q0l0

p
( ~V jj;s has no dimension) and V?;s ¼ ~V?;s=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
q0l0

p

( ~V?;s is expressed in Tesla). Once normalized, the decompo-

sition of the fluid (ion) velocity (1) therefore becomes

~V ¼ Vjj;i~B � R2ru�ru� R2sIC

q
rP�ru; (11)

102510-2 Orain et al. Phys. Plasmas 20, 102510 (2013)
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where the inverse of the normalized ion cyclotron frequency

is defined as sIC ¼ mi=ð2F0e
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
q0l0

p Þ. The electron and ion

temperatures Te and Ti are assumed to be equal in the model

used here.

The projection of Eq. (11) along the poloidal direction

~eh (3) gives the expression of the poloidal velocity

Vh ¼ �
1

Bh
r?w � r?uþ sIC

q
r?w � r?P� Vjj;iB

2
h

� �
:

(12)

The combination of Eqs. (12) and (3) with the expression

of the normalized neoclassical velocity Vh;neo ¼ � kisIC

Bh

�ðr?w � r?TÞ leads to the developed form of the neoclassi-

cal tensor (2)

r� �Pi;neo¼li;neoq
B2

B4
h

�
�Vjj;iB

2
hþr?w �r?u

þsIC

q
ðr?w �r?Pþkiqr?w �r?TÞ

�
ðrw�ruÞ:

(13)

Realistic radial profiles of the neoclassical parameters

li;neo and ki (calculated from Ref. 21), which depend both on

the aspect ratio and on the collisionality, are used in the sim-

ulations for the JET case (Sec. III). For the sake of simplic-

ity, these coefficients are taken constant in the ITER case

(Sec. IV), where typical values ~li;neo ¼ li;neo
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
q0l0

p ¼ 10�5

and ki ¼ �1 (Ref. 12) are used. In the MAST case, the neo-

classical friction is not included in the model.

D? is the perpendicular particle diffusion, ljj and l? are

the parallel and perpendicular anomalous viscosity coeffi-

cients, c ¼ 5=3 is the adiabatic index, jjj and j? are the par-

allel and perpendicular heat diffusivity, and g is the

resistivity. These parameters are normalized as ~D? ¼ D?ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
q0l0

p
; ~jðjj;?Þ ¼ jðjj;?Þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
q0l0

p
; ~lðjj;?Þ ¼ lðjj;?Þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l0=q0

p
and

~g ¼ g
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
q0=l0

p
. Both viscosity and resistivity follow a

Spitzer-like ðT=T0Þ�3=2
dependence and the parallel heat

diffusivity varies as ðT=T0Þ5=2
. In the core plasma, for a par-

ticle density n0 ¼ 6� 1019m�3 (JET case), the typical values

used in simulations are D? ¼ j? ¼ 2m2=s; jjj=j? ¼ 2� 108;
l? ¼ 4� 10�7kg=ðmsÞ; ljj=l? ¼ 10 and g� 10�7X �m.

Sq; SVjj , and ST are sources of particles, parallel momen-

tum, and heat, respectively. The source of parallel rotation
~Svjj ¼ �~ljjD ~V jj;t¼0 forces the parallel velocity close to the

experimental rotation profile and compensates the losses due

to the parallel viscosity. Reproducing realistic sources of

heat and particle is a difficult issue.22 We have opted here

for a simple approach: the particle source is constant

throughout the plasma, and the radial profile of the heat

source is everywhere proportional to the temperature profile.

At the boundary of the computational domain, Dirichlet

conditions are used for all the variables, except for the paral-

lel velocity, temperature, and density on the divertor targets.

There, Bohm conditions are set (the parallel velocity is equal

to the sound speed Cs) and the temperature and density out-

flow are left free. Consequently, the parallel and perpendicu-

lar flows self-consistently evolve towards an equilibrium

both in the bulk plasma and the SOL, since they are con-

strained by Bohm conditions, neoclassical and diamagnetic

effects, and the source of parallel rotation. This results in the

self-consistent evolution of the radial electric field, expressed

by the radial force balance (in JOREK units)

Er ¼
sIC

q
r?w � r?P

jrwj þ 1

F0

ðVhBu � BhVuÞ: (14)

The equilibrium flows are established in a time scale of

�103 Alfven times tA. Once they are obtained, perturbation

modes (n 6¼ 0) including the perturbation due to RMPs are

added to the simulation. In the simulations described below,

only the fundamental mode n¼ 0 and the toroidal harmonic

corresponding to the symmetry of the Error Field Correction

Coil (EFCC) (n¼ 2 in JET) or the RMP coils (n¼ 3 in ITER

and MAST) are included. The interaction of the “RMP-

mode” with unstable modes (ELMs) will be studied in a

future work. The application of the RMPs is modeled by a

change in boundary conditions for the magnetic flux pertur-

bation. The vacuum RMP spectrum is previously calculated

with the ERGOS code23 and applied as boundary conditions

of the computational domain for the magnetic flux perturba-

tion. RMPs are progressively switched on in time: the ampli-

tude of the perturbation is gradually increased in the typical

timescale t � 1000tA. That way, the magnetic perturbation

gradually penetrates inside the plasma, which self-

consistently adapts in the process. Also this method avoids

possible problems with hysteresis effects that could occur if

the simulation was started with a fully penetrated magnetic

perturbation:24 the bifurcation from a fully penetrated state

to a partially penetrated state might lead to a different plasma

response. Note that this approach does not enable the plasma

to modify the magnetic field perturbation at the boundary of

the computational domain. Yet as this boundary is located

far from the confined plasma (in the far SOL or at the wall),

the vacuum approximation at the boundary may not be too

far from reality. A more correct way to proceed is to include

the real field generated by the RMP coils in a free boundary

domain. This is under implementation and should be used in

future works.

III. JET-LIKE STUDY

A. Input parameters

In this section, JOREK is initialized with JET-like

plasma parameters: R ¼ 3 m; a ¼ 1m;Bt ¼ 2:9T; q95 � 3 in

toroidal geometry including the X-point. Typical H-mode

density and temperature profiles are chosen: the central elec-

tron density is ne;0 ¼ 6� 1019m�3, the central temperature is

Te;0 ¼ 5 keV, and the central toroidal rotation is X � 9 kHz.

Input profiles are given in Fig. 1. Realistic profiles of the

neoclassical coefficients are used in this section, given in

Fig. 2. The RMP spectrum generated by the external EFCCs

is considered in the simulations, with the following configu-

ration: a toroidal symmetry n¼ 2 is taken and a current

Icoil ¼ 40kAt is injected in the EFCC. The vacuum magnetic

flux perturbation calculated with ERGOS is given in Fig. 3.

102510-3 Orain et al. Phys. Plasmas 20, 102510 (2013)
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B. Equilibrium plasma flows

The modeling of the plasma flows in a consistent way is

primordial since they impact the penetration or the screening

of the RMPs. In this subsection, equilibrium plasma flows

are first studied without RMPs, in order to highlight the pat-

terns generated by the different effects both in the scrape-off

layer and the pedestal, in the poloidal and toroidal directions.

In the SOL, the poloidal and toroidal flows are mainly

set by the sheath boundary conditions: the parallel Mach¼ 1

condition (Vjj ¼ 6Cs, where Cs is the ion sound speed) set

on the divertor targets results in the evolution of the parallel

velocity in the SOL until an equilibrium parallel flow is

reached, characterized by an opposite direction in the low

and high field sides and a bounce point located at the top of

the SOL (Fig. 4). The divergence-free condition of the veloc-

ity thus constrains also the poloidal flow pattern (Fig. 5) in

the SOL.

As for the central plasma, the parallel velocity (Fig. 4) is

constrained by the source of parallel velocity which mimics

the experimental profiles. In the poloidal direction, the flows

(Fig. 5) are close to their neoclassical prediction (Fig. 6),

especially in the strong temperature gradient pedestal region

where neoclassical damping is strong.

The radial electric field Er (Fig. 7) resulting from the

equilibrium force balance (14) adapts accordingly. In partic-

ular, in the pedestal, a deep electric field well is generated by

the diamagnetic terms (Fig. 7), reaching up to �105V=m,

which is in the ballpark of the values measured in the experi-

ments.25 The Er well obtained in our simulations is five times

deeper than in the pulse considered in Ref. 25, but this is

consistent with the fact that the pedestal is much higher in

our case and thus diamagnetic effects are larger. Indeed, the

values of the density (5� 1019m�3) and temperature (2 keV)

FIG. 1. Initial radial profiles at t¼ 0 for JET-like simulations: electron tem-

perature Te in keV, density ne in 1019m�3, and safety factor q. These profiles

are typical experimental JET profiles (previously used in simulations in Ref.

17); the q-profile is almost flat in the pedestal due to the bootstrap current.

FIG. 2. Realistic radial profiles of the neoclassical coefficients ki (left axis)

and li;neo (right axis) used for simulations in the JET case.

FIG. 3. Cosine component of the n¼ 2 magnetic flux perturbation generated

by EFCC for Icoil ¼ 40kAt. The black dots correspond to the boundary of the

computational domain where the perturbations are applied.

FIG. 4. Parallel velocity (in km/s) in the JET case.

102510-4 Orain et al. Phys. Plasmas 20, 102510 (2013)
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at the top of the pedestal are 2–3 times larger in the simula-

tion than in the experimental pulse.25 We can also note in

Fig. 7 that the toroidal source of rotation (ftor ¼ 9 kHz) com-

bined with the neoclassical effects make the radial electric

field positive in the core. Indeed, in the core plasma, the

pressure gradient is close to zero and the poloidal velocity is

close to the neoclassical value (proportional to the low tem-

perature gradient), so the radial electric field approximates

Er ¼ �BhVu in order to satisfy the radial force balance (14).

The radial electric field is thus positive in the core and nega-

tive in the pedestal, so the perpendicular electron velocity

V?;e ¼ VE�B þ V�e (depending on Er) is zero on a particular

surface at the top of the pedestal. If this surface is a rational

surface (q ¼ m=n; n being the mode driven by the RMPs),

the magnetic perturbation is likely to fully penetrate.11,12,26

The radial profiles of the parallel, poloidal, neoclassical and

perpendicular velocities, and the radial electric field are

given in Fig. 8 (Low Field Side, LFS) and Fig. 9 (High Field

Side) at the midplane.

C. RMP screening by large diamagnetic rotation and
low resistivity

Once equilibrium flows are established, RMPs (n¼ 2,

generated by EFCC, Icoil ¼ 40kAt) are progressively increased

at the boundary in�1000tA. Without RMPs, the mode n¼ 2 is

marginally stable (Fig. 10). In the presence of RMPs, the flux

of magnetic perturbation (Fig. 11) penetrates inside the plasma:

the energy of the n¼ 2 toroidal mode grows, until a quasi-

steady state is reached (Fig. 10). On the resonant surfaces

(q ¼ m=n; n ¼ 2;m � 3), magnetic islands grow up to the sat-

uration, due to reconnection forced by magnetic perturbations.

Parallel current perturbations (Fig. 12) are induced on these

resonant surfaces in response to the magnetic perturbations and

allow for the screening of the RMPs: if the response current

is in phase with the radial magnetic perturbation on a given res-

onant surface, the corresponding RMP harmonic is screened. If

the magnetic and current perturbations are in antiphase, the

magnetic perturbation penetrates on the corresponding reso-

nant surface as in vacuum and can even be amplified.12

FIG. 5. Poloidal velocity (in km/s) in JET.

FIG. 6. Neoclassical velocity (in km/s) in JET.

FIG. 7. Radial electric field (in kV/m) in JET with diamagnetic effects, neo-

classical effects, and the source of toroidal rotation.

FIG. 8. Radial profiles of the parallel, poloidal, and neoclassical velocities

and radial electric field at the low field side at the midplane.
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These induced currents depend both on the plasma flows

and on the resistivity, so the different terms influencing the

flows (diamagnetic velocity, neoclassical friction, and source

of parallel rotation) and affecting the plasma response to

RMPs are progressively added in the simulation. The central

resistivity is scanned between g0 ¼ 10�7 and g0 ¼ 5� 10�8

(in JOREK units). Note that for numerical reasons these val-

ues are taken 1� 2 orders of magnitude larger than the real-

istic (Spitzer) value in JET (�10�9).

The effects of the diamagnetic flow and the resistivity

are first studied; the source of parallel momentum and then

the neoclassical friction are added in the model over a sec-

ond phase. In all the studied cases, the central harmonic of

the perturbation located on the resonant surfaces q ¼ 3=2 is

screened. The Poincar�e plot of the magnetic topology is

given in Fig. 13 (here for low poloidal rotation sIC ¼ 10�3

and high resistivity g0 ¼ 10�7). Note that hgeom (only used in

the Poincar�e plots) represents the geometric poloidal angle,

which differs from the intrinsic angle h defined in Sec. II.

hgeom is defined as follows:

hgeom ¼
arctanððZ� Z0Þ=ðR�R0ÞÞ for R> R0�

p� arctan

���� Z� Z0

R�R0

����
�
� signðZ� Z0Þ otherwise:

8><
>:

The Poincar�e plot (Fig. 13) shows that small islands are gen-

erated on the resonant surface q ¼ 4=2: this means that the

screening of the (m ¼ 4; n ¼ 2) harmonic is only partial.

However, the magnetic perturbation mostly penetrates at

the very edge of the plasma where the resistivity is higher

(Fig. 13). In these simulations, the magnetic shear is strong

for q � 2:5 (Fig. 1) so the proximity of the surfaces q ¼ 5=2

and q ¼ 6=2 explains the formation of a stochastic layer at

the edge, for w � 0:97 (Fig. 13). Yet, since the modes m � 6

are located too close to the separatrix, only the mode m¼ 5

seems to develop significantly, as suggests the structure of

the density and temperature perturbations presented in Figs.

14 and 15. It is also interesting to note that the coupling of

FIG. 9. Radial profiles of the parallel, poloidal, and neoclassical velocities

and radial electric field at the high field side at the midplane.

FIG. 10. Magnetic and kinetic energy of the mode n¼ 2 without/with RMPs,

at high resistivity g0 ¼ 10�7 and slow diamagnetic rotation (sIC ¼ 10�3).

FIG. 11. n¼ 2 magnetic flux perturbation wn¼2 penetrating in the plasma

(g0 ¼ 10�7; sIC ¼ 10�3).

FIG. 12. Response toroidal current perturbation Jn¼2 on the resonant surfa-

ces due to RMPs (g0 ¼ 10�7; sIC ¼ 10�3).
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the modes generates secondary islands on the rational sur-

face q ¼ 9=4 and even tertiary islands on q ¼ 13=6 (Ref. 27,

Fig. 13). The observation of these secondary and tertiary

islands can be explained by the flat q-profile in this area

(Fig. 1), since the island size is inversely proportional to the

magnetic shear dq=dw. The secondary islands are the result

of the non-linear coupling between the n¼ 2 mode with itself

whilst the tertiary islands correspond to the coupling

between this resulting n¼ 4 component with n¼ 2. Even

though the n¼ 4 and n¼ 6 modes are not explicitly included

in these simulations, they appear nonetheless as a result of

non-linear couplings.

From the resistivity scan and the progressive addition of

the different flows, we find that the diamagnetic rotation and

the resistivity are the two main parameters affecting the pen-

etration of the RMPs, and three different regimes are identi-

fied depending on these two parameters (Fig. 16).

At low diamagnetic rotation (sIC ¼ 10�3, which is half

the realistic value) and high resistivity (g0 ¼ 10�7), the gen-

erated islands rotate in the ion diamagnetic direction at the

ion poloidal rotation frequency f � � m Vh
2prres

, where m is the

poloidal mode number corresponding to the resonant surface.

The main poloidal mode generated being the mode m¼ 5

(Figs. 14 and 15), the oscillation of the magnetic energy of

the mode n¼ 2 (Fig. 16) mainly corresponds to the rotation

of the magnetic islands on the surface q ¼ 5=2 at the fre-

quency f � � 6 kHz. The amplitude of these islands oscillates

at the same frequency f �: indeed, while they are rotating

with the plasma, they successively face maxima and minima

of external static magnetic perturbations, which explains the

fluctuation of the island size at the frequency f �. This mode

is probably related to the Rutherford regime described in the

Fitzpatrick theory16 and such an oscillating regime is also

found in simulations with toroidal rotation included.28 Small

fluctuations of the SOL density and temperature are observed

FIG. 13. Poincar�e plot of the magnetic topology in ðw0; hgeomÞ coordinates

(g0 ¼ 10�7; sIC ¼ 10�3).

FIG. 14. n¼ 2 density perturbation with RMPs, mainly located on the reso-

nant surface q ¼ 5=2 (g0 ¼ 10�7; sIC ¼ 10�3).

FIG. 15. n¼ 2 temperature perturbation with RMPs, mainly located on the

resonant surface q ¼ 5=2 (g0 ¼ 10�7; sIC ¼ 10�3).

FIG. 16. Three different regimes of penetration of the RMPs: magnetic

energy of the mode n¼ 2 depending on the diamagnetic parameter sIC and

the plasma resistivity g0.
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in this regime to rotate at the same frequency as the magnetic

flux fluctuations (Fig. 17, solid line). Note that the volume

integrated density and temperature in the SOL increase when

switching on the RMPs, suggesting an enhancement of the

density and heat transport due to the formation of an ergodic

region at the edge (Fig. 13). However, no significant changes

in plasma density and temperature profiles were observed in

modeling; the density pump-out has not been observed so

far: less than 1% of the pedestal density is lost in the simula-

tions, as compared to up to 20% in the experiments.3,6 The

regime of oscillating islands is possibly related to the ELM

suppression regimes at high collisionality (characterized by a

smaller pedestal, a smaller diamagnetic rotation and a high

resistivity4,29), but more modeling of realistic experimental

cases is needed to confirm this statement.

At larger diamagnetic rotation (sIC ¼ 2� 10�3, corre-

sponding to the realistic value) and high resistivity

(g0 ¼ 10�7), the driven mode is on the contrary static and

“locked” to the external RMPs. The Poincar�e plot (Fig. 18)

shows that the islands generated on the rational surface q
¼ 4=2 are smaller at larger sIC, which means that the RMPs

are more screened by the diamagnetic flow. As for the sec-

ondary and tertiary islands, they are totally invisible in this

case. Consistently, the magnetic energy of the mode n¼ 2 is

decreased as compared to the oscillating case (Fig. 16).

Nonetheless, an ergodic layer is formed at the very edge (for

w � 0:98), but its width is smaller and the deformation of the

boundary is reduced. The heat transport, slightly enhanced by

RMP application (as suggested by the increase in SOL tem-

perature in Fig. 17, dash line), is weak compared to the previ-

ous case, due to the smaller ergodization of the edge.

An intermediate regime is also found at lower resistivity

(g0 ¼ 5� 10�8) with sIC ¼ 10�3: the magnetic islands are

quasi-static and slightly oscillate at the ion poloidal rotation

frequency. The screening level is approximately the same as

in the static case.

RMP screening is quantified in these three cases in Fig.

19, where the Fourier harmonics (n ¼ 2;m ¼ 3� 6) of the

magnetic flux perturbation are plotted. In the three cases, the

central islands (m ¼ 3� 4) are screened on the correspond-

ing resonant surfaces. Yet the Fourier harmonics jwmnj
(m ¼ 3� 4) do not totally vanish on the resonant surfaces

(which is consequent with the formation of small islands on

q ¼ 4=2), contrary to the previous modeling in cylindrical

geometry12 where the central harmonics were totally

screened. The discrepancy between cylindrical and toroidal

modeling is not really understood, but will be discussed in

Sec. IV. Regarding the edge harmonics (m ¼ 5� 6), the am-

plitude of the Fourier harmonics jwmnj is 2–3 times lower in

the cases at low resistivity or high diamagnetic rotation than

FIG. 17. Volume integrated electron density and temperature in the scrape-

off layer at resistivity g0 ¼ 10�7 for two different diamagnetic velocities

(sIC ¼ 10�3 and 2� 10�3).

FIG. 18. Poincar�e plot of the magnetic topology in ðw0; hgeomÞ coordinates at

larger diamagnetic rotation sIC ¼ 2� 10�3 (resistivity is kept g0 ¼ 10�7).

Note that the islands generated by the RMPs are smaller compared to Fig. 13,

which points out the larger screening induced by the large diamagnetic

(poloidal) rotation.

FIG. 19. Fourier harmonics of the magnetic flux (n ¼ 2;m ¼ 3� 6) depend-

ing on the resistivity and the diamagnetic rotation for t � 4950tA.
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it is in the oscillating case, which means that the correspond-

ing island size, proportional to jwmnj
1=2

, is reduced.

From now, the source of parallel momentum is added in

the model. If the screening effect provided by high diamagnetic

rotation and/or low resistivity is clear in the JET case, the effect

of the parallel rotation is more complex (Fig. 20). As the paral-

lel rotation does not directly affect the screening of RMPs, an

increased parallel rotation does not necessarily imply an

increased screening of RMPs. Indeed, at low resistivity

(g0 ¼ 5� 10�8), in the slightly oscillating regime character-

ized by low diamagnetic rotation (sIC ¼ 10�3), the parallel

rotation increases both the average island size and the fluctua-

tion of the island width: this can explain the larger fluctuation of

the magnetic energy of the mode n¼ 2 in Fig. 20. The oscilla-

tion frequency of the islands is also modified by the parallel

rotation, probably because of the induced change in the radial

electric field and the poloidal rotation. On the contrary, at higher

diamagnetic rotation (sIC ¼ 2� 10�3), the energy of the mode

n¼ 2 is lower when the parallel velocity source is added, show-

ing a slightly stronger screening by parallel velocity.

Last, in our simulations with the realistic diamagnetic

rotation (sIC ¼ 2� 10�3) and the source of parallel rotation

(at g0 ¼ 10�7), the addition of the neoclassical effects in the

model modifies the plasma response. For a same simulation

without neoclassical friction, the magnetic islands generated

on q ¼ 5=2 are static; however, with neoclassical effects, the

generated islands are first static and then progressively rotate

in the ion flow direction, until they reach the ion perpendicu-

lar rotation frequency f � (Fig. 21). The island width also

oscillates at the frequency f �. We are thus in the same re-

gime of plasma response as for the case at low diamagnetic

rotation. The change in the regime of plasma response is not

due to a modified perpendicular rotation (in both cases with-

out and with neoclassical effects, the perpendicular velocity

is the same at the vicinity of the resonant surface q ¼ 5=2).

The reason why this regime is obtained at large diamagnetic

rotation with neoclassical friction is not really understood,

but it may be explained by a change in viscosity resulting

from the balance between the neoclassical friction force and

the viscous force in the momentum equation. More modeling

would be necessary to give a global interpretation of the phe-

nomena at stake. The Poincar�e plot of the magnetic topology

of this case is given in Fig. 22. Compared to Fig. 18 (case with-

out source of parallel rotation or neoclassical friction), the

FIG. 20. Effect of the source of parallel rotation on the magnetic energy of

the driven mode n¼ 2 (resistivity g0 ¼ 5� 10�8) at low (sIC ¼ 10�3) and

high (2� 10�3) diamagnetic rotation.

FIG. 21. Effect of the neoclassical friction on the magnetic energy of the

driven mode n¼ 2 (resistivity g0 ¼ 10�7) at large diamagnetic rotation

(2� 10�3). Without neoclassical effects in the model (in blue), the islands

are static. With neoclassical friction included (in red), the generated islands

are first static but finally rotate at the ion perpendicular rotation frequency.

FIG. 22. Poincar�e plot of the magnetic topology in ðw0; hgeomÞ coordinates

with diamagnetic rotation (sIC ¼ 2� 10�3), parallel source of rotation and

neoclassical friction (resistivity g0 ¼ 10�7). The surface where the perpen-

dicular velocity V? cancels (indicated by the red dashed line) does not match

a resonant surface, which explains that the RMPs do not fully penetrate.
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island width and the size of the ergodic layer are similar.

Actually, in all cases, the position where perpendicular velocity

cancels (red dashed line in Fig. 22) is located between q ¼ 4=2

and q ¼ 5=2 and does not match a resonant surface. It explains

why the perturbations significantly penetrate only at the very

edge (w � 0:97) where resistivity is higher and where the per-

pendicular rotation is dominated by the diamagnetic effects.

IV. RMPs IN ITER

A. Input parameters and equilibrium plasma flows

In this section, the equilibrium and plasma parameters

of the ITER standard H-mode scenario 15MA=5:3T are used.

The machine dimensions are R ¼ 6:2 m; a ¼ 2 m and the

safety factor is q95 ¼ 3:5. The density, temperature, and to-

roidal rotation profiles are given in Fig. 23. Central density is

ne;0 ¼ 8� 1019m�3, central temperature is T0 ¼ 27:8 keV

and the initial toroidal rotation profile is similar to the tem-

perature profile with a central arbitrary rotation frequency

�0:9 kHz, which is in the range of the expected value in

ITER. The flux-aligned mesh used for modeling is given in

Fig. 24. The resonant magnetic flux perturbations generated

by In-Vessel Coils, in the configuration n¼ 3 and a current

Icoil ¼ 54kAt (Fig. 25, Ref. 9) are calculated from the vac-

uum code ERGOS23 and are applied as boundary conditions

in 103tA in the same way as in Sec. III.

Equilibrium plasma flows are computed for a central re-

sistivity g0 ¼ 10�8, which is, for numerical reasons, 100

times higher than the normalized Spitzer value calculated for

ITER (g0 ¼ 10�10). As the diamagnetic parameter is inver-

sely proportional to F0 ¼ R0Bu0, the value for ITER sIC ¼
5� 10�4 is 4 times smaller than in the JET simulation.

Neoclassical coefficients are taken constant in this part for

simplicity: lneo ¼ 10�5 and ki ¼ �1.12 The profiles of the

parallel, poloidal, and neoclassical velocities along the mid-

plane are given in Fig. 26. The equilibrium radial electric

FIG. 23. ITER input density, temperature and toroidal rotation profiles.

FIG. 24. ITER equilibrium flux-aligned mesh used in modeling.

FIG. 25. Vacuum solution for the magnetic flux perturbation (n¼ 3, IVC at

max Icoil ¼ 54kAt) from the ERGOS code, JOREK boundary in black and

sketch of the ITER RMP coils in the bottom right corner.

FIG. 26. Profiles of the parallel, poloidal, and neoclassical velocities along

the midplane in ITER simulations.
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field Er ¼ �r?u � rw=jrwj, with the characteristic well in

the pedestal, is plotted in Fig. 27.

B. RMP screening in ITER

When the RMPs are not activated, the mode n¼ 3

remains stable: as shown in Fig. 28, the magnetic energy of

the mode n¼ 3 is negligible. When RMPs are switched on

(Fig. 25) at the boundary of the computational domain, the

energy of the n¼ 3 toroidal harmonic grows until it saturates,

corresponding to the saturation of the size of the magnetic

islands generated by the RMPs on the resonant surfaces

q ¼ m=3;m � 4. These magnetic islands are static: they are

“locked” to the external RMPs and their size is constant. The

magnetic flux perturbation n¼ 3 is given in Fig. 29. The

plasma response is manifested by a perturbation of the paral-

lel current induced on the resonant surfaces (Fig. 30). The

perturbation of density (Fig. 31) and temperature (Fig. 32)

mainly develops at the very edge (q ¼ m=3;m � 10) where

the resistivity is higher; on the more internal resonant surfa-

ces (q ¼ 4=3! 9=3), the perturbation vanishes, which

means that the central harmonics are screened. The tempera-

ture and density perturbations and the stochastization of the

edge (for w � 0:96, as shown in the Poincar�e plot, Fig. 36)

slightly increase the edge heat and particle transport, result-

ing in a small degradation of the pedestal (Fig. 33).

The profiles of the Fourier coefficients of the magnetic

perturbation wm;n calculated with JOREK in presence of the

plasma response are compared to the coefficients calculated

in the vacuum with the code ERGOS. Compared to the vac-

uum case,12 the central harmonics m ¼ 4� 9 (Figs. 34 and

35) are screened by the rotating plasma on the corresponding

resonant surfaces q ¼ m=n. Yet it is important to note that

the screening of the resonant part of the magnetic

FIG. 27. 2D-profile of the radial equilibrium electric field in ITER (without

RMPs).

FIG. 28. Magnetic energy of the n¼ 3 mode without/with RMPs.

FIG. 29. Static n¼ 3 magnetic flux perturbation due to RMPs in ITER.

FIG. 30. n¼ 3 toroidal current perturbation appearing in response to RMPs

in ITER.
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perturbations is only partial and that the screening factor

jwm;nj=jwm;nvacuumj on the resonance reaches �10% for

m ¼ 4� 9. This partial penetration is consistent with the

fact that small magnetic islands are formed on the resonant

surfaces (Fig. 36). The screening factor is much larger here

than in the cylindrical modeling where the resonant compo-

nent was reduced under 1%.12 Comparatively, other simula-

tions made with toroidal codes13,14 also found a similar

screening factor (�10%� 20%), which is 1� 2 orders of

magnitude larger than the results in cylindrical approxima-

tion11,12,30 and in the analytical calculations from layer

theory.31 The discrepancy between modeling in realistic ge-

ometry and simpler models is not yet understood. Several pa-

rameters, such as toroidal effects, compressibility or

differences in resistivity, and viscosity, might explain this

discrepancy. Another phenomenon pointed out in toroidal

simulations (Figs. 34 and 35 and Ref. 14) is the amplification

of the non-resonant harmonics due to the so-called resonant

field amplification (RFA). Indeed, the amplitude of the mag-

netic perturbations in the core is larger with plasma response

than in the vacuum modeling, due to the resonant response

of a marginally stable kink mode.32 At the edge, the ampli-

tude of the resonant harmonics m ¼ 10� 11 (Fig. 35) has

the same order of magnitude in both vacuum and plasma

cases. The magnetic perturbation thus significantly pene-

trates only at the very edge where the resistivity is the high-

est, which is similar to the cylindrical non-linear MHD

modeling results.12

FIG. 31. n¼ 3 density perturbation due to RMPs in ITER.

FIG. 32. n¼ 3 temperature perturbation due to RMPs in ITER.

FIG. 33. Density and temperature profiles at the edge for Z¼�0.6m without

(full line) and with RMPs (dash).

FIG. 34. Fourier harmonics of the magnetic flux perturbation jwm;nj; n
¼ 3; m ¼ 4� 7 in the vacuum case (ERGOS code, dash) and taking into

account the plasma response (JOREK, full line). The q-profile is given and

the positions of the resonant surfaces are indicated by the dots. Note that

compared to the vacuum case, all these harmonics m ¼ 4� 7 are screened

on the corresponding resonant surfaces q ¼ m=n in the presence of the rotat-

ing plasma.
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C. Stochasticity at the edge

The RMP penetration at the edge generates the forma-

tion of islands on the resonant surfaces q ¼ m=3;m � 10. As

the edge resonant surfaces are close to each other due to strong

magnetic shear, the islands overlap and therefore form an er-

godic layer at the edge for w � 0:96, as suggests the Poincar�e
plot of the magnetic topology in (w; h) coordinates Fig. 36.

The formation of the ergodic layer is correlated with a

splitting of the separatrix.33 The separatrix under the RMP

transforms into a homoclinic tangle defining the plasma

edge,34 manifesting itself as lobe structures (�20 cm) near

the X-point (Fig. 37) and by smaller finger-like structures

(�6 cm) at the top of the plasma (Fig. 38). The superposition

of the magnetic topology with the plot of the homoclinic tan-

gles (stable and unstable) defining the deformation of the

separatrix is given in Fig. 39. These lobes near the X-point

are observed in the experiments, either directly35,36 or as the

footprints of high heat and/or particle fluxes where the lobes

FIG. 35. Fourier harmonics of the magnetic flux perturbation jwm;nj; n ¼
3; m ¼ 8� 11 in the vacuum case (ERGOS code, dash) and taking into

account the plasma response (JOREK, full line). The q-profile is given and

the positions of the resonant surfaces are indicated by the dots. The edge

harmonics m ¼ 10� 11 have a comparable amplitude on the resonant surfa-

ces q ¼ 10� 11=3 in the ERGOS and JOREK cases, showing the penetra-

tion of these harmonics in the plasma.

FIG. 36. Poincare plot of the magnetic topology with RMPs in (w0; hgeom)

coordinates: magnetic field lines (starting at the edge inside the separatrix)

integration after 200 toroidal turns at u ¼ 0. Resonant surfaces q ¼
m=3;m � 5 are indicated. A stochastic layer is formed for w � 0:96.

FIG. 37. Magnetic topology near the X-point in ðR; ZÞ coordinates. A lobe

structure characteristic of the ergodicity in X-point geometry is observed.

On the left, a RMP simulation without neoclassical, diamagnetic flows or to-

roidal rotation is run for a central resistivity g0 ¼ 10�7. On the right, the

same RMP simulation is run with all flows included for a central resistivity

g0 ¼ 10�8: the resulting lobe size is smaller by 1/3 compared to the case

without flows.

FIG. 38. Magnetic topology at the top of the machine. Small deformations

of the separatrix (�6 cm) are observed.
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intersect the divertor.37–40 Models of plasma response based

on a simplified assumption of screening currents on resonant

surfaces41 or on a linear MHD model42 predict significant

shortening of the lobes when the RMP is screened by the

plasma response. Shortening is observed in the magnetic

field topology40–42 and through the reduction of fluxes43,44

and generally increases with the increase of the width of the

plasma region where the RMP is screened.41 The shortening

of lobes currently represents the most convenient way to quan-

tify experimentally the screening of RMPs. In the same way,

in our simulations, the size of the lobes qualifies the screening

of the RMPs by plasma flows. In Fig. 37, a simulation with the

same input RMP amplitude is run in two cases: with SOL

flows only (induced by sheath conditions) and with all flows

included (neoclassical and diamagnetic flows, source of toroi-

dal rotation). The addition of the flows in the simulation short-

ens the length of the lobe structures near the X-point by �1=3,

which corroborates the hypothesis (so far deduced from sim-

pler models) that the RMP screening by plasma flows is corre-

lated to lobe/footprint shortening.

A 3D-deformation of the density, temperature and pres-

sure profiles is observed. The deformation of the pressure pro-

file close to the separatrix is found to be due to the mode

(n ¼ 3;m � 12), Fig. 40. A small degradation of the density

and temperature profiles is also observed near the X-point

when RMPs are applied. The comparison of the density pro-

file with (Fig. 41) and without RMPs (Fig. 42) shows the

enhancement of the particle transport towards the divertor tar-

gets by the RMPs. A similar enhancement of the heat trans-

port is observed. This increase in heat and particle fluxes

subsequently generates a small splitting of the strike points

on the divertor targets, mostly on the outer target (Fig. 43).

FIG. 39. Superposition of the Poincar�e plot of the magnetic topology in

(R,Z) coordinates with the stable (red) and unstable (blue) homoclinic tan-

gles defining the deformation of the separatrix.

FIG. 40. 3D-plot of the pressure on an initial equilibrium flux surface with-

out RMP near the separatrix. The 3D-deformation corresponds to a mode

(n ¼ 3;m � 12).

FIG. 41. Degradation of the density profile near the X-point due to RMPs.

FIG. 42. Density near the X-point without RMPs.
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V. FIRST SIMULATIONS IN MAST DOUBLE NULL
DIVERTOR (DND) CONFIGURATION

A. Input parameters

RMP penetration in MAST is studied in Double Null

Divertor configuration with plasma parameters correspond-

ing to the shot #24763 (previously considered in Ref. 45).

The central density is ne;0 ¼ 4:25� 1019m�3, the central

electron temperature is Te;0 ¼ 1:04 keV and the central resis-

tivity is taken g0 ¼ 10�7 (this is two orders of magnitude

larger than the normalized Spitzer value). The disposition of

the RMP coils chosen is the “90L” configuration, since it

corresponds to a maximal amplitude of the radial magnetic

field (generated by the RMPs) located on the resonant surfa-

ces, as shown in Fig. 44. The n¼ 3 Fourier component of the

vacuum RMP field imposed at the boundary of the computa-

tional domain is given in Fig. 45. For numerical reasons, in

the simulation the current circulating in the RMP coils is

taken to be 1=10 of the experimental value. The reason is

that during the transitory phase when RMPs are switched on

progressively at the boundary, toroidal currents J ¼ Dw
appear close to the boundary and dissipate when the station-

ary solution is reached. If the RMP amplitude is too large,

these toroidal currents evolve on a very fast time scale, set-

ting a stringent constraint on the allowed time step. For the

moment, we did not succeed in optimizing the numerical

scheme for the realistic MAST parameters.

Two different cases are studied and compared: first, the

simulation is run with only the SOL flows generated by

sheath conditions. Second, the diamagnetic effects are added,

with a diamagnetic parameter sIC ¼ 10�2 (note that the large

rotation in MAST implies a realistic diamagnetic parameter

sIC ¼ 5� 10�2, i.e., 100 times the one of the ITER case, but

a lower value is taken here for numerical reasons: as the very

large value of sIC again imposes a severe constraint on the

time step, we opted here for intermediate well resolved val-

ues; realistic values are left for future work). In this section,

neither the source of parallel rotation nor the neoclassical

FIG. 43. 2D-Poincar�e plot (in the poloidal plane) of the magnetic topology

(connection length) near the X-point, plotted together with the electron den-

sity on the divertor targets (toroidal section). Note the induced splitting of

the strike points on the outer divertor target.

FIG. 44. Fourier harmonics of the radial magnetic field generated by the

RMP coils in disposition 90L: in this configuration, the magnetic perturba-

tion is maximal on the resonances (m; n ¼ 3).

FIG. 45. Input resonant magnetic perturbation generated by the RMP coils

calculated in the vacuum with the ERGOS code and applied as boundary

conditions of the computational domain (in black).

FIG. 46. Magnetic energy of the mode n¼ 3 driven by RMPs in the 2 cases:

without and with diamagnetic effects.
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poloidal friction is included in the model so as to focus on

the effects of the diamagnetic rotation on RMP penetration.

B. RMP penetration

In both cases (with or without diamagnetism), a static

n¼ 3 mode grows due to the RMPs (Fig. 46). The magnetic

energy of the mode is a few percent higher in the case

including the diamagnetic flow, which means that the dia-

magnetic effects slightly amplify the magnetic perturbations

in this MAST configuration.

The penetration of the magnetic flux perturbation is

given in Fig. 47 and the induced current perturbations on the

resonant surfaces are shown in Fig. 48 (case without diamag-

netic flow). The electron density (Fig. 49) and temperature

perturbations (Fig. 50, n¼ 3) represent up to 10% of the cen-

tral average value and are mainly located at the edge on the

LFS, at the proximity of the RMP coils.

The radial profiles of the Fourier harmonics of the mag-

netic flux perturbation jwm;nj (n ¼ 3; m ¼ 4� 12), are pre-

sented in Figs. 51 and 52 for both cases with and without

diamagnetic flow. In both cases, the central resonant har-

monics m ¼ 4� 9 are screened near the corresponding

surfaces q ¼ m=n. The screening of the resonant harmonics

is only partial (reduced to �10% of the vacuum perturbation)

and magnetic islands are thus generated on the resonant

surfaces in both cases (without Fig. 53 and with diamagnetic

effects Fig. 54). These islands are larger in the core plasma

in the simulation without diamagnetic rotation: the amplitude

of the low poloidal numbers is reduced by the rotation. Also

the amplification of the non-resonant magnetic perturbation

due to RFA is observed in the core. At the edge, the harmon-

ics m ¼ 10� 12 penetrate in both cases, but the amplitude is

larger in the diamagnetic case (Fig. 52): the diamagnetic

flow seems to amplify the perturbation at the edge. Indeed

FIG. 47. Magnetic flux perturbation penetrating in the plasma (without dia-

magnetic effects).

FIG. 48. Current perturbation generated on the resonant surfaces q ¼
m=n; n ¼ 3 (without diamagnetic effects).

FIG. 49. Density perturbation with n¼ 3 RMPs in MAST (without diamag-

netic effects).

FIG. 50. Electron temperature perturbation with n¼ 3 RMPs in MAST

(without diamagnetic effects).
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the resonant components of the Fourier harmonics m
¼ 9� 12 are slightly larger with diamagnetic effects on the

corresponding resonant surfaces q ¼ m=n (Figs. 53 and 54).

C. Ergodization and 3D-effects

The penetration of the external RMP harmonics creates

an ergodic layer at the edge for w � 0:96 (Figs. 53 and 54).

Related to the ergodization are lobe structures formed near

the X-point, as shown in Fig. 55 (case with diamagnetic

flows included). It is interesting to notice that the presence of

the two separatrices in DND configuration constrains the tra-

jectories of the magnetic field lines so the lobes are only

formed in the LFS. This phenomenon is also observed in

MAST DND experiments with the fast camera. The size of

the lobes in the LFS is comparable in both studied cases

(with and without diamagnetic effects).

The 3D-deformation following a n¼ 3 toroidal mode

number is observed in both simulations in the LFS. The sep-

aratrix is displaced towards the interior by a few centimeters

at the midplane: �2� 3 cm without diamagnetism and

�1:5 cm in the diamagnetic case (Fig. 56) for a toroidal

angle u ¼ 0	. The inward displacement of the electron den-

sity and temperature profiles at the midplane in the LFS (Fig.

57) is maximal for a toroidal angle u ¼ 0	 (position where

the RMP coils deliver the largest negative flux perturbation)

and minimal for u ¼ 180	 (angle where the maximal posi-

tive flux perturbation is applied). Compared to the density

and temperature profiles without RMPs, the gradients are

lower in the pedestal when the RMPs are applied, showing a

FIG. 51. Radial profile of the Fourier harmonics of the magnetic perturba-

tion jwm;nj; m ¼ 4� 7 in both cases: without diamagnetic effects (dash) and

with diamagnetic effects included (full line). The approximate position of

the resonant surfaces q ¼ m=n is represented by the dots. All the central har-

monics m ¼ 4� 7 are screened near their corresponding resonant surfaces

in both cases.

FIG. 52. Radial profile of the Fourier harmonics of the magnetic perturba-

tion jwm;nj; m ¼ 8� 12 in both cases: without diamagnetic effects (dash)

and with diamagnetic effects included (full line). The approximate position

of the resonant surfaces q ¼ m=n is represented by the dots. The more cen-

tral harmonics m ¼ 8� 9 are screened near their corresponding resonant

surfaces in both cases, whereas the external ones (m ¼ 10� 12) penetrate

close to the surface q ¼ m=n in both cases but are slightly more amplified in

the case including the diamagnetic effects.

FIG. 53. Poincare plot of the magnetic topology in MAST without diamag-

netic rotation, in (w0; hgeom) coordinates: magnetic field lines integration af-

ter 200 toroidal turns. The resonant surfaces q ¼ m=3;m � 4 are indicated.

A stochastic layer is formed for w � 0:96.

FIG. 54. Poincare plot of the magnetic topology in MAST with diamagnetic

rotation included, in (w0; hgeom) coordinates: magnetic field lines integration

after 200 toroidal turns. The resonant surfaces q ¼ m=3;m � 4 are indicated.

A stochastic layer is formed for w � 0:96.
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small degradation of the confinement by the RMPs: this can

be explained by the enhancement of the heat and particle

transport due to the ergodicity at the edge. The 3D-

corrugation of the electron density and temperature profiles

are observed: the deformation of the temperature near the

separatrix is given in Fig. 58.

Last, it is observed in the experiments that the radial

electric field is made more positive by RMP application

(Ref. 46). This phenomenon was found in simulations in the

cylindrical case12 and is also found in our toroidal simula-

tions with JOREK, as plotted in Fig. 59 in the LFS (diamag-

netic effects are included). The braking of the perpendicular

electron velocity V?;e induced by RMPs is also evidenced in

JOREK simulations (Fig. 60), following the same trend as in

the experiments.36,47 If the plasma brakes until V?;e becomes

zero on the resonant surfaces, the magnetic perturbations are

not screened on the resonant surfaces, as it was found in

Refs. 11, 12, and 26 in cylindrical geometry and here demon-

strated in Appendix for toroidal geometry. Fig. 60 shows that

the damping of the perpendicular electron rotation occurs

close to the resonant surface q ¼ 4=3 ðw � 0:58Þ, which ena-

bles the growth of the 4=3 magnetic islands (Fig. 54).

It is important to note that this study for the MAST

case is a preliminary study and can only give trends of

the effect of RMPs on the plasma in this particular case

of a spherical tokamak in DND configuration. Clearly,

the size of the displacements calculated here cannot be

quantitatively compared to the experiments, since numeri-

cal limits imposed us to “minimize” two antagonist

effects: on the one hand, the realistic RMP amplitude

(10 times the one used in our simulations) should gener-

ate much larger penetration, on the other hand the realis-

tic diamagnetic rotation (5 times the one used here) is

likely to have much larger screening effects on the

FIG. 55. Poincare plot of the magnetic topology with diamagnetic flow. The

color represents the temperature of the starting point of the field line inside

the separatrices. The length of the lobes near the X-points is sensibly the

same in the case without diamagnetic flow.

FIG. 56. Zoom in Poincare plot [Fig. 55] around the midplane (case with

diamagnetic flow): the inward displacement of the last closed flux surface

due to RMPs at the toroidal angle u ¼ 0	 is approximately 1.5 cm.

FIG. 57. Radial profiles of the electron temperature (dash) and the density

(full line) at the midplane without RMPs (black), with RMPs at the toroidal

angles u ¼ 0	 (blue) and 180	 (red): note the small degradation of the ped-

estal and the 3D-deformation of density and temperature due to RMPs.

FIG. 58. 3D-deformation of the electron temperature near the separatrix due

to RMPs.
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RMPs. Anyway these results can be compared qualita-

tively to the experimental trends.

VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

The penetration of the RMPs in the plasma was studied

with the reduced MHD code JOREK, taking into account the

plasma flows generated by the diamagnetic and neoclassical

effects and a source of toroidal rotation. The screening of the

RMPs on the resonant surfaces is observed in the center of

the plasma in all the studied cases (JET, ITER, MAST) but

the screening is only partial. The factor jwm;nj=jwm;n;vacuumj
on the resonances is 1–2 orders of magnitude larger than in

the previous cylindrical modeling. The perturbation however

significantly penetrates at the edge: magnetic islands grow

on the resonant surfaces and eventually form an ergodic

layer at the edge (for w � 0:95 in the three studied cases).

In JET geometry, a low plasma resistivity and a large

diamagnetic rotation are found to increase the screening of

the RMPs. Three regimes of RMP penetration are found

depending on these two parameters: at low diamagnetic rota-

tion and high resistivity, the generated islands co-rotate with

the plasma ion flow and their size fluctuates at the same fre-

quency. At larger diamagnetic rotation, the islands are static

and “locked” to the external static RMPs; a stronger screen-

ing of the perturbations is observed. An intermediate regime

is observed at lower resistivity, in which the generated island

is quasi-static and slightly oscillate. The possible link

between these regimes and the difference in ELM mitigation

at high and low collisionality3,29 is under investigation. As

for the toroidal rotation, depending on the plasma parameters

(in particular, on the resistivity), it can either increase or

amplify the screening of the RMPs. Also, contrary to the

JET case, the magnetic perturbation seems to be slightly

amplified by the diamagnetic rotation at the edge in MAST

simulations.

In MAST and ITER cases, static magnetic islands are

formed on the resonant surfaces due to n¼ 3 magnetic per-

turbations. The presence of lobe structures related to the

ergodization at the edge is evidenced in both cases (�20 cm

in ITER, �7 cm in MAST). In ITER, the comparison of sim-

ulations run with and without flows demonstrates that the

plasma rotation reduces the length of the lobes by 1=3. The

heat and particle transport is enhanced by the ergodicity

near the X-point, resulting in the local degradation of the

electron density and temperature profiles and the splitting of

the strike points on the divertor targets, mostly in the LFS.

In MAST, the separatrix follows a ðn ¼ 3;m � 11Þ 3D-

corrugation (the last close flux surface is moved inward by

�1:5 cm at the midplane for a zero poloidal angle). The ped-

estal position follows the same inward movement, accompa-

nied by a small degradation of the pedestal (relaxation of

the density and temperature gradients). Last, the radial elec-

tric field evolution and the braking of the electron perpen-

dicular velocity is observed, following the same trend as in

the experiments.

Note that to further study the evolution of the plasma

rotation in presence of RMPs, the physics of the toroidal mo-

mentum damping by the neoclassical toroidal viscosity

(NTV) should be taken into account. In more or less recent

NTV papers and modeling,48–52 NTV is estimated in MHD

codes “a posteriori” using analytic solution of drift-kinetic

equation for trapped particles at different collisionality

regimes. The solution strongly depends both on the perturbed

magnetic field which was usually calculated in vacuum, or in

approximation of ideal MHD response (no-islands)49 and on

the radial electric field which defines the drift frequency. It

should therefore be calculated taking into account the plasma

response. However, so far we do not see a good agreement

between the modeling using analytical approximate kinetic

solution and the experiments. The simple reason for this dis-

agreement is that a consistent computation of the plasma

response needs both the kinetic and MHD aspects to self-

consistently include the effects of a perturbed magnetic field

and of the plasma radial electric field. Such a kinetic-MHD

computation is currently beyond the scope of available mod-

els and will give rise to forthcoming work.

The present work represents an initial stage of this

study. In particular, our present and future works are mainly

focused on the interaction of RMPs with ELMs in realistic

experimental cases.

FIG. 59. Radial profile of the radial electric field at the midplane in the LFS

without RMPs (dash black) and with RMPs (red).

FIG. 60. Radial profile of the electron perpendicular velocity at the midplane

in the LFS without RMPs (dash black) and with RMPs (red).
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APPENDIX: LINEARIZATION OF THE OHM’s LAW:
NON-SCREENING OF THE RMPs WHEN ELECTRON
PERPENDICULAR VELOCITY CANCELS

It was found that the cancellation of the perpendicular

velocity (A4) on the resonant surfaces implies the vanishing

of the screening currents, which is the “no screening” condi-

tion for RMPs.12 This can be shown by linearizing

the Ohm’s law (9) using the Fourier transform Aðw0;0; h;uÞ
¼ A0;0ðw0;0Þ þ Am;nðw0;0ÞeiðmhþnuÞ of the variables P;w, and

J. m and n are the poloidal and toroidal mode numbers,

respectively, and w0;0 is the equilibrium poloidal flux (label of

the flux surfaces). We consider a single mode (m; n) develop-

ing on the resonant surface q ¼ m=n. The system is supposed

to be at the steady state, which means that the growth of the

mode has arrived at saturation. We also suppose that the den-

sity perturbation is low compared to the average value:

q � q0;0. In the framework of our model, we assume that elec-

tron and ion temperature are equal but the following calcula-

tion remains true if Ti 6¼ Te. At the first order, Eq. (9) yields

0¼ F0

R2
in

�
�um;nþ

sIC

q0;0

Pm;n

�
þ im

R
wm;n

�
�@wu0;0

þ sIC

q0;0

@wP0;0

�
� im

R
rw0;0

�
�um;nþ

sIC

q0;0

Pm;n

�
þ g

R2
Jm;n:

(A1)

Using the definition of the safety factor q ¼ ~B�ru
~B�rh
¼ F0=R2

jrwj=R
¼ F0

Rjrwj, Eq. (A1) becomes

iF0

R2

�
sIC

q0;0

Pm;n � um;n

��
m

q
� n

�

þ im

R
wm;n

�
sIC

q0;0

@wP0;0 � @wu0;0

�
¼ g

R2
Jm;n: (A2)

On the resonant surface, q ¼ m=n, which implies

im

R
wm;n

�
sIC

q0;0

@wP0;0 � @wu0;0

�
¼ g

R2
Jm;n: (A3)

We can write the perpendicular component of the elec-

tron velocity

V?;e ¼ ð~V
�
e þ ~VE�BÞ �~eh

¼
�

R2sIC

q
rP�ru� R2ru�ru

�
�~eh

¼ R

�
sIC

q
r?P�r?u

�
� rw
jrwj

¼ R

�
sIC

q0;0

@wP0;0 � @wu0;0

�
: (A4)

The combination of the Eqs. (A4) and (A3) yields

imV?;ewm;n ¼ gJm;n: (A5)

This relation shows that the current perturbation which

appears on the resonant surface q ¼ m=n in response to the

magnetic perturbation is proportional to the local electron

perpendicular velocity V?;e. Therefore, it appears that the

cancellation of the perpendicular flow on a resonant surface

is the non-screening condition of the corresponding RMP

harmonics ðm; nÞ by the plasma rotation. The surfaces where

this condition is fulfilled can be found via a q95-scan, which

shifts the radial position of the resonant surfaces.
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